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Well, this is it I The show window of 

Australian, fandom is open, and in session at last.It 
has seemed a long time between the last Convention 
and this one, but I guess that was just anticipation 
on my part. One can only hone that we put up a good 
face to those outsiders who will be attending, and 
please, let the fouls wait till after it’s all'over* 
Then you can go hammer and tongs at each other.

In this issue you will find all the us
ual ETHERLINE features, plus a few special . it
ems to highlight this special occasion. A new feature 
in CHRONICLES FROM OUTER SPACE makes it’s debut this 
issue. The idea of this feature belongs to a group of 
American fanzine editors, who have kindly invited*us 
to participate. It appears that a "CHRONICLE” is acc
epted by the Committee on it’s appearance in a fanz
ine, and the idea is to eventually rublish the comp
leted CHRONICLES in permanent form. This CHRONICLE 
was written by John Hitchcock, editor of the American 
zine, UMBRA. We hope you like it.

On behalf of AFPA, I wish to extend to 
the Organizers of the Third Australian Science Fict
ion Convention the best wishes for an outstanding and 
memorable success.

It only remains for me to hope that all 
you wise people who are attending have an enjoyable 
time, and to sympathise wi\th those silly ones who 
have missed this event. They’ll be sorry, won’t they.

Well, now go to it. The rest of this 
is yours, and if you like it, then remember we HAVE 
a subscription rate, and we 'JILL be coming out for a 
long time yet.

I. J. Crozier.
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REPORT THREE - - ------ -- RENASCENCE

Entered by John Hitchcock.

There was a sound. One 
sound, and that was all. Nothing 
more -- for the prisoner had long 
been accustomed to the whir of the 
resuscitators in the surrounding 
cubbyhole. Then recurrent sounds - 
- footsteps, faraway footsteps , 
echoing down the deserted corridor. 
Gradually they became louder - and 
louder, and the echo became less and' 
less noticeable. Soon it was a di
fferent kind of echo — subordin— 
ate to the firm and heavy step.

With every step there was a metallic cli
ck on the stones of the catacombs. By this the pris
oner knew that this was his day. He had been confin
ed in the tiny dungeon by the cruel Dictator’s Offi
cial Assembly of Zoological and Anatomical Research, 
ten years ago. His digestive system in a year became 
useless; his lungs expanded enormously as he breath
ed in the air from the resuscitators.

Resuscitator itself was a misnomer - - - 
they had originally been used unsuccessfully to rev
ive people in coma or apathy. Their best value lay 
in sustaining life. There were three of them, to imp 
art delicate mixtures of ’lagey’ fordes to the air • 
With these things around, there was no need of food.

Now these things would be turned off, af
ter 10 years of continuous service. Bui. this is no 
time to get sentimental, he told hi m:: < ■ L T. The foots
teps were becoming louder and lou<l< r.

A weak light appeared al I over the dung-

eon. It grew stronger and stronger, as the prisoners 
eyes grew more and more accustomed to it. Then a 
clang that rang through his ears, vibrated his spine 
and made him want to scream with anguish. He couldn’t 
make a sound -- that was one thing the makers of the 
resuscitators overlooked. The light turned off, and 
his eyes blurred. Then the door swung open, and he 
fell out onto the damp stones of the passageway.

A man was standing over him in a strange w.- 
iformo Olive-drab. Eitting the outline of the body . 
He himself was stark naked.

"By Jove, this is it someone said in a st
rangely, familiar tongue.

The prisoner looked up. The man said, "Getup 
now. We have to give you some air. Come on."

The man spoke with a slight Southei’n accent— 
- English, of course. The prisoner was still confus
ed. "Care for a Mint Julep ?” asked the Southerner •

He helped him up and supported him as they 
walked and he talked. ’No end of surprises on this 
place ! I never thought when I was assigned to Alpha 
Centauri IV that I would find a place so much like 
Earth. And humans, too, ruled by a dictator. That 
was six months ago. The records say you were to have 
been taken out today. Runny coincidence, isn’t it ? 
You look like you’re flying to me----" he rambled on 
and on.

Soon they reached the entrance to tne hidden 
catacombs, Up they went, up into the fresh, sweeter 
up into the sun, up into a veritable Olympus. me 
prisoner fell to the ground. It was so good......

"...and here we have a good government, con
trolled entirely by the United States, Britain and 
Germany. Russia didn’t have a chance. You’ll notice 
--  hey, what’s the matter ?"

Wat’s the matter ?
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That's the matter ? The words rang in his 

ears....  and he awoke with a start.
"’That's the matter?" he stammered to himse

lf. "There was some sound that must have wakened me".
And in the distance he heard the sound again. 

S’Crange , ■ wasn't it ?
He had been dreaming. Of the day he would be 

freed. Time dragged in that little dungeon. He coul
dn't have given an estimate if he had to, of how long 
he had been in there. But he knew that someday they 
would come and free him. Wasn’t he their guinea pig 
to observe how well a person displaced ten years would 
readjust himself to society ?

Yes, someday the sound would come. Of all 
the people to be imprisoned, he was the most valuable. 
He spoke the "lost" language called English. And it 
was his belief that on some other planet English was 
spoken widely.

Hark ! The sound I FOOTSTEPS I This was the 
day I

The footsteps were getting nearer and near
er. Nearer and nearer........

’That he didn’t know was that his liberator 
spoke English with a Southern acc
ent..... and came from Sol III..
....and would offer him a Mint 
Julep..... .

THE BEGINNING

Illustrated by Jenssen

Nho ' s will stage the next Con? 
Be at this on< , and find out I

Agatine Reviews
AN AMERICAN REVIETS THE VARGO STATTEN S-F MAGAZINE

I have just read a sample cony of the new Engl
ish VARGO STATTEN SCIENCE PICTION"MAGAZINE. I don't 
know if you have seen it, but if the first issue is 
in earnest of what is to come, I don’t want any more. 
As far as I’m concerned, it stank ! The lead s'tory 
was BEYOND ZERO - Vargo Statten - a pen name for Jo
hn Russell Fearn. The next story, MARCH OF THE ROB-- 
OTS - Volsted Gridban - also JRF. There is also a 
novelette - THE SUPER DISINTEGRATOR by Sinpson Stok
es ( could be JRF again), which was weak, and there 
were three shorts. There is also the first install - 
ment of a serial by E. C. Tubb. The mag is pulp size 
and could stand lots of improvement.

C.L.D. Bellfontaine, USA.

GALAXY SCIENCE FICTICT", US Edition Feb., 195\
Good "cover by Emsh again, since July, 1953, hefe 

done 6 of the_8 covers while Hunter has done the oth
er two. Four novelets and four short stories make up 
a fairly packed issue with the honours shared betweal 
McIntosh's MEN LIKE MULES and Ken Harmon’s THE PASS
ENGER which is a really delightful piece of sheer ho
rror. Both pretty good. BEEP by Blish is about a 
queer type of time travel - good. PET FARM by Roger 
Dee is another yarn about the characters who appeared 
in TAILING NALL (July, 1952. GSF) - again good". Fair 
are INANIMATE OBJECTION by Chandler Elliot and BOYS 
FROM VESPO by Arthur Sellings. Really stinko items 
are from, surprisingly enough, Tenn and Frederic 
Brown. The Brown item (or items, there are two of 
them) would be classed as poor even in a fanmag I Th
ese what would otherwise be an above average issue.

Dick Jenssen
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AUTHENTIC SCIENCE FICTION 41
The lead, story by Richard DeMille, THE PHOE

NIX NEST is OK, if you are able to accent almost im
possible coincidences. FLY BY NIGHT by E. Everett 
Evans - levitation. Charles Eric Maine could surely 
do better than THE BOOGIE MATRIX. In THE CENSORS by 
J. F. Burke, we are being watched. TWENTY FIRST CE
NTURY MOTHER by Katherine Marcuse - baby in a bottle, 
Momma don't like. KID'S GAME by Frank Quattrocchiis 
the best in the issue.

In the fanzine review section, QUESTION MARK 
gets favourable mention - listed as available from 
the AFPA address.

Tony Santos

STARTLING STORIES BRE 16
Cover very good but not a patch on the orig

inal American job, which was really OUT of this wo
rld. If you don't like Ken Crossen's work ( and qu
ite a few don't), then you won't like LOVE THAT AIR 
which deals with advertising by, of all things, sc
ent! Tf, like me, you like Crossen, then you'll have 
a hearty laugh. In my opinion, this is the best in 
the issue - very good..Dickson's SHOP ME THE HAY TO 
GO HOME deals, humorously, with a courle of aliens 
on earth - good. Merril’s WHOEVER YOU ARE is a good 
attempt at predicting what happens at first contact 
but is oddly unsatisfying - fair..Herbert’s LOOKING 
FOR SO? ETHING is also fair, but Farmer's SAIL ON I! 
SAIL ON I! stinks. 'Nuff said. On the whole, a good 
issue.

Dick Jenssen

FUTURE SCIENCE FICTION BRE 9
Cover - good, interior fair, but I think the 

inclusion of those filler illos spoils the mag sane- 
what. Best yarn in this mediocre mag is AND THE TR
UTH SHALL MAKE YOU FREE - Simak, which is about a 
human returning to Earth in the far future and rec

eiving a shock - fair. Anderson's COURIER OF CHAOS is 
a time travel paradox - also fair. So are EIG MAN 
WITH THE GIRLS (Rohl and Merril) and. THE MOON IS DE
ATH (Jones). The theme of the first has been overwo
rked (Kath McLean did it in PICTURES DON'T LIE- Gal
axy) and Jones' theme is not a verjz world-shattering 
one. Poor items are ROMANCE - Fyfe; COLD PAR - Harn
er, and ALIEN RESTORATION - Dye-cum-McLean. Article 
MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT - de Camp, is awful. A poor to fa
ir issue - not one to read if you like well written, 
well plotted stf.

Dick Jenssen

DYNAMIC SCIENCE FICTION BRE 1
Cover fair, interior fair. First of all,a gr

ipe: After reading the book reviews, it's no use re
ading the book - the story will be secondhand by then. 
The stories, like those in FUTURE, are not at all 
good, best one being Gallun's fair DOUBLE IDENTITY - 
a human becomes a moon man (Selenite) and vice versa. 
Next yarn nearest th? -lush could be any one - thqy 
are all awful. IF THE COURT PLEASES by Loomis, about 
a lawyer defending a client from the future is only 
just fair. TIMBER by Barr & Hest - ugh! ' Ditto for 
SOMETHING FOR THE BIRDS by Dryfoos , vastly 'inferior 
to his SOMETHING FOR THE MAN that appeared some time 
back in STARTLING. The rest are indigestible. This 
is worse than FUTURE, and both are only a step remo
ved from the degradation of AMAZING. My remarks ane- 
nt FUTURE also apply here.

Dick Jenssen

ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION BRE February 195z+.
Good cover by Miller - reasonable reproduction. 

Big'issue - five stories, three articles, two edito
rials, Brass Tacks and a survey of British sxricnce 
fiction by Mrs. Dirge Archer in the Ref er ence Library . 
The fiction lineup: -THAT THIN PARTITIONS, Clifton & 
Apostolides - Q.M. store needs poltergeisten; HUMPTY 
DUMPTY, Lewis Padgett - Baldy series; GIMT ICK, Kath-
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erine Maclean. Cute, Our hero’s space ship blows bu
bbles, has vari-colored neon tubes flashing off and 
on with coils and antenna jutting out in all direct
ions. But its only offensive weapon is a pen-knife in 
the pilots pocket.

The above, rate good, but LITTLE JOE and THE 
GARDEN IN THE FOREST rate only fair.

Tony Santos

FANTASY 8c SCIENCE FICTION US Edition February 1954.
The best story here is undoubtedly Dan Galou-- 

ye’s SANCTUARY, dealing with an involuntary telepath 
and is a very good story from the author of the ter
rific TONIGHT THE SKY WILL FALL. Perhaps the next 
best are (these are too close to be separated) Wins
ton Mark’s CALL ME ADAM, about a man sized, man-int
ellect amoeba, and C/0 MR. MAKEPEACE by Peter Phill
ips, about an imaginary (?) person called Grabcheek. 
Both good. Enjoyable were IMMORTAL GAME - Anderson , 
about' chess; PLAYGROUND - Morrison - giants 1162 ft. 
tall and THE OTHER ALTERNATIVE - Reynolds, a new tw
ist on an old theme. -The rest of the issue is a bit 
below average.

Dick Jenssen

FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION BRE December, 1955«
No credit given for the quite good cover. My 

guess - Jack Coggins. Of the stories, six are fanta
sy and seven are stf.

The highlight: GRATITUDE GUARANTEED by Reg • 
Bretnor and Kris Neville; CAPTIVE AUDIENCE
Warren Griffith; Frederic Brown’s little gem, RUSTLE 
OF WINGS and OPEN EARS by Ralph Robin.

As one can expect from this magazine, there is 
very little material which deserves to be rated fair. 
Of the thirteen stories, I would call four excellent, 
five fair to good, and four fair only.

Tony Santos .

More magazine reviews will be found further on.

MuNEEIyTIENB / AW Me/ 
by Mell Creme

Of course I’ve been reading science fiction 
since way back; I just don't know how long; however , 
fandom to me is a much more recent occurrence, start
ing one day around six years ago, when I was reading 
a mag in a Canadian restaurant in Toronto. In spite 
of my efforts to keep the naked girlie cover out of 
sight, the eagle eye of one Art Ludlum won through, & 
I met my first other science fiction enthusiast face 
to face. To this time I had considered myself as pro
bably the only reader in the world.

So I drifted up to the Ned McKeown establi
shment one Sunday morning thereafter to meet the Tor
onto group, which used to gather periodically in the 
McKeown basement; the walls lined with books and mags 
and the floor strewn about three inches thick with all 
of the correspondence of the last ten years. As Art 
mentioned about this revel letter filing system:"Why, 
they find everything from time to time!"

Well, as things turned out, and the state of 
organization being as it was, I didn't have much to do 
with fandom for some time, until Toronto eot elected 
as the site for the "Torcon", one ' of the American 
"World" science fiction Conventions. I had nothing to 
do with the running of it, and attended only as a 
visitor, at practically no cost to myself, except the 
dollar membership. Quite frankly, at that time, the 
whole idea of a Convention seemed to me to be much ado 
about nothing. My I How one changes I

The organization of the affair, in a hall in 
downtown Toronto, to cater for around 250 people, cr
eaked a little at the joints; but eventually pulled 
through quite successfully because of the great adva
ntage which all North American conventions have over 
those held elsewhere; namely that there are such a 
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vast horde of enthusiastic and capable speakers,and 
other performers on hand, among the fans, writers , 
editors, agents, illustrators, and all the other gr
oups necessary to produce science fiction as we know 
it in America today.

Another factor which tends to greatly ass
ist American conventions is the very liberal donations 
of original illustrations and other collector’s items 
which come from the professional magazines, to be 
auctioned for convention funds. I remember having 
seen one cover illustration go-for 75 dollars in this 
way, on one occasion.

Hell, to get back to the "Torcon". As far 
as I could make out at the time, the main attraction 
of going to these things seemed to consist of meeting 
old and new friends and acquaintances, drinking a 
fair amount of alcohol beverages of various types, & 
general hell-raising, up against the background of 
official convention programme, which in itself was 
quite enjoyable and interesting.

Not having been a follower of personalities 
at this stage of my fanactivities, I just met numbexs 
of people indiscriminately, regardless of their fan 

importance. The only ones 
who seemed to stand_ out 
were Lloyd E shbach, a pu
blisher with a most busi
nesslike attitude to sci
ence fiction, and Rob er t 
Bloch, the fantasy and we
ird author, whose speech 
was notable for its lack 
of fantastic weirdness, & 
for its down to earth app
roach to what to me had 
always ' seemed a cranky 
sort of activity - oh,and 
Bob'Tucker presented the 
results of his Fan Poll, 

with rather hilarious effect.
The noticeable trend seemed to be that any

one who took either himself, science fiction, or any
thing else too seriously, came in for quite a ribbing. 
l.iOst of the established fans seemed to get into the 
business with all the enthusiasm in the world, and 
any newcomers of the timid variety were left ri gbt 
out in the cold. I ended up the weekend without the 
foggiest idea of -what it was all about, and settled 
down to another year of reading, some increased fan 
activity by correspondence, but practically nothing 
1ocally.

The next "World" event the following year 
was scheduled to take place in Cincinnatti (pronoun
ced ’Cincinnatta’), and suffered under the name of 
the "0invention" - although I think that perhaps the 
title "Sinvention" might have attracted more starters. 
In any case, they got around the same number of att- 

i ndees, namely two to three hundred.
This particular event was held in a city 

hotel, which seems to have become the tradition for 
science fiction conventions in the States; in fact 
I'Ven non science fiction conventions, -which are very 
prevalent, do the same thing. It’s a funny furfry te- 
ing about the American cities; the city management 
have their eye to business at all times, and they 
indulg in a very vast publicity campaign to attract 
ns many conventions of all sorts to their district. 
Hhen throwing a convention, or angling for one, the 
first thing to do is to contact the local "Chamber of 
Commerce" for vast quantities of gayly printed lite
rature , as to why that town is the very place for a 
convention.

The reason for this immediately becomes ob
vious when one realises that for say a three day con
vention, each delegate would spend at least $100,and 
often much more, which with a. total attendance of 
'■'00 people, represented around $30,000 of business • 
Of course, it also has the other effect, that when 
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some public relations guy sets down to figure out the 
ultimate blurp, and finds that there is practically 
nothing he can say in the town's favour, the city fa
thers have pull up their pants, and get stuck into "the 
job of bringing the j.oint up to date* Imagine some, 
poor Public Relations Agent trying to figure out some
thing good to say about Sydney's transport position , 
licensing laws and hotels; and imagine the story he 
would take back to the Council. Ah, me! Progress was 
never easy !

Oh yes ! It was the Cinvention we were talk
ing about: So I drifted up to see the Toronto fansone 
day, and thunder-struck them by saying that I was off 
to Cincinnatti, what do I do about it ? A party of ar
ound four eventually decided to go, which trip incid- 
entially was Ned McKeown's first by air, and if his 
apprehension at taking off is anything to go by , he 
will die of fright the moment he tries his first roc
ket trip.

It seemed that at least one hotel floor was 
taken over by the fans, who had also hired the hotel 
hall and other facilities, which are a part of the 
larger American hotel. . Again my recollections are 
a little occluded on the event which happened so long 
ago; but the more noticeable points seemed to be of 
one publishing group setting up a bar in their room , 
where they plied all and sundry with drinks for^ free; 
smoke filled rooms were working full blast, lobbying 
went on; in one room they were ventilating the troub
les of NEEF, in another they were tearing down some 
fanzine, and in another they were trying to build it 
up again. I sort of drifted hither and thither with a 
glass in my hand which got filled up at fairly regul
ar intervals; and this time I gathered a little more 
idea of what it was all about. Oh! ad I almost for 
got, they had an official programme as well.

The hall itself was vividly decorated, with 
a vast science fiction back-drop painted for the occ
asion. Books, fanzines, hand-outs, membership forms , 

advertising etc., were everywhere, including all ov
er the floor. Some of the speakers started oh time, 
most didn't, and some didn't even get there at all . 
Some were found later under piles of furniture which 
had been stacked to make room for a crap game, or 
some other form of cultural activity. In the mean-- 
time, I found time to tour the city and suburbs.

Then they had the fancy dress ball, I seem 
to remember; my! what a collection of horrors they 
were. Quite a good idea I don't doubt, but the cost
umes weren't too hot, and I think some of the non
fans in the hotel were put a little off balance .There 
were vast quantities of younger juvenile fans racing 
around playing jokes on each other, and sundry not - 
so-young juvenile fans doing likewise. The old tim
ers who had weathered previous storms, took all this 
in their stride, and used this background of delib-- 
erate mayhem to get their points across, to heckle 
the speakers, and generally impress themselves upon 
the environment.

As far as the organizers go, the only thing 
that I can remember about them was that true to tra
dition, sundry of them collapsed on the .convention 
floor at the early part of the gathering, to probab
ly recover later on in some other spot. E. E. Smith 
made a speech of some sort, and his wife was .called 
upon, and scuttled the impression previously created. 
Lester del Rey got up and made an ass of himself when 
his speech foundered half way through; sundry others 
gave forth with noble, inane, trite and humourous re
marks. I seem to remember a debate of some sort, an 
auction, of course; and then we dragged ourselves onto 
the plane, to get lost at a transfer point in Ohio , 
to finally get back to Toronto exhausted. I under -- 
stand Ned McKeown had a disasterous trip, in that his 
card-playing didn’t cover his convention expenses.

Well, be that as it may, as far as American 
conventions go, I wasn't at any more, but the high
light of grandeur it would seem was later in Chicago,
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the windy city, with al
most a thousand attendees, 
and a gross turnover of 
around four thousand dol
lars. I hope that they 
had a much warmer climate 
for the con than when I 
visited the city some few 
months earlier.

By . coincidence cnce 
more , I happened to be in
UK at the Festival of Br
itain time, when the so- 
called "International" 
Convention was held.This 

was, of course, in London where, ’while there was a 
large number of readers, there was practically no 
amateur fan acti/ity at all. Almost all fan gather
ings which took place in London did so under the di
rection of the professionals.

Fans from a large number of countries were 
represented, including Forry Ackerman from the States, 
and others from Europe. The proceedings started off 
with an address from John (Ted) Carnell, followed by 
Walter Gillings, who nearly torpedoed the affairjand 
then there was a long discussion on the problems of 
publishers in UK., their heart-breaking paper supply 
problems, the fact that there mags got second choice 
of stories from UK writers after the States had had 
a look at them, and so on. There were a number of 
good speeches, comedy items and a continual interch
ange between the audience and the speakers, which 
seems to be a feature of all conventions everywhere. 
A most noticeable thing was the extremely low prices 
paid for material at the auction; more ■ strange in 
view of the great shortage of science fiction mate
rial at that time.

Attendance at the gathering was quite good, 
being between two and three hundred, most of • whom 

<' uno from the London area. This is opposed to the 
a Late oi affairs which exists at Americam conventions 
where the majority of those present are visitors from 
'h i'oss the country.

The things which impressed me more about the 
l.ondon do were firstly the strong hand which the pro
fessionals were taking in running 'amateur1 fan aff- 
•iirs in London, to such an extent that the amateur 
i ms had practically no way of expressing themselves 
il; that' time. This may well account for the fact 
that there was not at that time, and as far as I know 
I not at the moment, any truly amateur fan club in 
Hh' city; nor is tnere any other amateur activity in 
the form of fanzines, etc., coming from this ' .'city 
with a population about as great as the whole of 
Australia.

However, on the other hand, practically all 
1.110 known names in London science fiction, (and there 
n'u a vast number), are in some way connected with 
l;he professional field, either as author, illustrat
or, or the thankless job of editor .

Fan activity in the other parts of the U.K. 
was not very great, with the exception of Belfast and 
the Walt Willis brigade, who exhibited a very strong 
and independent attitude, and who brought down coals 
o:f fire upon their heads from time to time, by their 
Irreverent remarks about those influential in London 
i andom. This has since changed however, with a very 
inimorous upsurge of true amateur fan groups in the 
northern part of the country.

European fans at the convention seemed lar- 
/'."ly to consist of ardent readers, and serious stud- 
' nl-s of the field, who had made in some cases val ignt 
>'i forts to get into the business professionally in 
Miii.i r own country and in their own language, but with 
I i hi i ted success.

The next gathering at which I happened to be 
I'l ooent , again by coincidence of travelling schedule,
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was the Second Australian Science Fiction Conventiox 
held in Sydney last year. Here we are again back tc 
a truly amateur gathering, by virtue of the fact thai 
there is practically no original professional magazl 
ine activity in Australia. Because of this, the onlj 
truly professional activity that one can indulge ini 
is the selling of stories to the American field (as 
in the case of Doug. Nicholson) or the selling oi 
stories locally as in the case of Frank Bryning, Nor 
ma Hemming and others

In Australia Jhe situation is vastly differ
ent to the American scene, in that there is no vas' 
horde of up and coming authors, editors, illustrator: 
etc. from whom to conscript the programme. The orga
nizers have to do more than list those who have bee] 
induced to attend, and leave the preparation of th 
speech to the individual concerned. They have to b< 
responsible for the fact that every detail is suit i 
able, and on time, and the only experience they ha< 
to draw upon was a smaller gathering the year befor< 
which attracted only 60 attendees.

The event itself attracted over 80 fans,an. 
in spite of a few spots here and there, provided i 
good two days entertainment and instruction in scie 
nee fiction for those who attended. While being i 
relatively small affair as overseas conventions go 
for a country with the population of Australia, an< 
the vast distances to be travelled, the attendanc 
could be considered remarkable; and particularly th 
fact that there were attendees from a total of fiv 
states. This was rhe first time in Australia that ai 
significant interstate contact had been achieved,an 
the past year has done much to consolidate the posi 
tion. This I think is the most outstanding thin| 
which comes to mind when looking back on rhe event.

Well, there it stands at the moment.^ Maybi 
every science fiction reader still doesn’t understan 
just what a convention is all about, and if so, the:
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I.hay have that much in common with myself. However, 
mu F have found something totally different in every 
gathering I have attended, from the large ’’World" or 
"international" conventions, to the small _■ regional 
conferences, and as I have made new friends and enc
ountered old ones each time, I will probably see my 
way through many more such events in the future. In 
particular, I will be present, but by no accident of 
my itinery, at the Third Australian Science Fiction 
Convention, which will take place in Sydney at Easts? 
195% the 17th and 18th April.
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STRANGE TRAVELS IM SCIENCE FICTION. Grayson & Gray
son. London. McGill's . 12/-
This anthology is approximately half of the Groff C- 
onklin American OMNIBUS OF SCIENCE FICTION. The oili
er half will be published shortly as STRANGE ADVENT
URES IN SCIENCE FICTION. This volume contains 13 st- I 
ories, all reprints, and varying considerably in st
yle and quality. Well known authors are Lovecraft , 
Boucher, Bradbury, Nourse, Raymond Jones, Fyfe, Bro
wn, and Matheson. For the newer fan, a MUST.

CITY. Clifford Simak. Weidenfeld & Nicholson, Lond
on. Whitcombe & Tombs, 12/-.
ASTOUNDING's series of stories about the end of the, 
human race in favour of dogs, and the dog’s view of| 
the history of the change over. Don't be misled by| 
the above brief outline - this book is GOOD, logical 
extrapolation, well written. Good dust jacket.

THE WEAPON MAKERS. A. E. Van Vogt. Weidenfeld and 
Nicholson,'London. Whitcombe So Tombs, 12/-
This is a continuation of THE WEAPON SHOPS OF ISHER, 
and carries on the involved intrigues of the advanc
ed members of a future civilization, in which a tyr
annical monarchy is balanced by the highly scienti
fic society of altruists. This is a good one for the 
more adult fan.

Bob McCubbin

THE TWENTY SECOND CENTURY John Christopher. Gray
son & Grayson, London.. Whitcombe & Tombs, 12/-.
This is a collection of twenty stories, some publish
ed under the name of Christopher Youd, and culled from 
New Worlds, Science Fantasy and other English magaz
ines. The quality varies , understandable consider - 
ing the output, but is always readable. R.McC.

. T SCIENCE FICTION STORIES, 1953- Edited by Bleil- 
। r Dikty. Frederick Fell, New York.
T I:; volume should see English publication about Dec- 
Hinbcr this year, if I'm correct. Quite a good colle- 
■ lIon, and a few excellent stories, of which 5 are 
from GALAXY, 4 from FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION, 3 from 
ASTOUNDING and 3 from THRILLING WONDER. There are none 
I'rom any other source. Best yarns are Henderson’s AR- 
AKAT (F&SF), a truly great story about psi talent, F. 
H Iber's MOON IS GREEN (GSF), about a radioactivcly 
contaminated world, Rueesll’s I AM NOTHING and FAST 
h'Ar.LS THE EVENTIDE (both ASF), Miller's COMMAND PERF- 
OKrANCE (GSF), McDonald’s GAME FOR BLONDES (GSF),both 
ol' which have been reprinted in the BRE and, best of

11 to my taste, is Matheson’s LOVER WHEN YOU’RE NEAR 
HH'I which is the most horrifying and nauseating thing 
I ’ v.; read except for BORN OF MAN OR HOM.

Good stories are SURVIVAL by Wyndham, which first; 
1 ow the light of day in Carnell's NO PLACE LIKE EARTH 
•nd Forges' THE FLY (F&SF), Temrle's COUNTER-TRANSFE- 
IWINCE (TWS), Jakes MU. WINE (F&SF), Leinster’s MIDDLE 
Ol'1 THE WEEK AFTER NEXT (TWS), Coppel's THE DREAMER , 
( I'PSF) , Clifton's THE CONQUERER and Robinson’s THE 
0 IHLS FROM EARTH (GSF). A. very good buy and highly 
n commended.

Dick Jenssen
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Despite rumors and the advertisement in the' 
back of SCIENCE FANTASY, NE"1 WORLDS and NOVA NOVEL 2 
were not out at the time of writing. (14th March)...

Latest magazines to fold in the States are "tie 
Gernsback opus, SCIENCE FICTION PLUS, Palmer’s SCIE
NCE STORIES’, TOPS IN SCIENCE FICTION has been suspe
nded for an indefinite period.........................

Nev; magazine to appear is Swedish HAPNA. No.l 
dated March, 1954, 100 pages, excellent production , 
mainly reprints/translations, including SLAN as a 
part-story; this is a fan-financed mag..............

Of the four Raymond mags, only SCIENCE FICT
ION ADVENTURES is left. Latest to collapse is FANT - 
ASY FICTION, whi-h folded after the November issue . 
ROCKET STORIES and SPACE collapsed some time ago,and 
although there are rumors that each will see a furt
her issue, this is wishful thinking. The science fi
ction boom in the States is definitely over.

New pocket books out in UK include the follav
ing:

THE ECHOING WORLDS Jonathan Burke, 159 Po.
THE INDESTRUCTABLES Rolf Garner, being the 

3rd in the series which started with RESURGENT DUST, 
and THE IMMORTALS. 159 Pp-

THE GRAND ILLUSION Volsted Gridban 128 Pp 
THE GENIAL DINOSAUR Volsted Gridban 128 Pp 
PACIFIC ADVANCE G. R. Me Ide. 159 Pp (Curtis) 
TWILIGHT ZONE Victor La Salle 150 Pp.
THE EXTRA MAN Charles Grey 128 Pp.
PERIL FROM SPACE Karl Maras (Cornyns) 128 Pp 
NO PLACE LIKE EARTH E. J. Carnell 200 Pp.
At the moment, it appears highly unlikely that 

the Transatlantic Fund, organized at the Corocon by 
Walt Willis and self, will be able to send a repres
entative to the American Con, as nowhere near enough 
cash has been collected to meet the expenses.

A DVT.
BOOK BINDING BY EXPERTS 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

DO YOU WANT TO SAFEGUARD YOUR COLLECTION 
01’ SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINES ? IF SO, THEN 
SEE DON LATIMER AT THE A.F.P.A. STAND AT 
ONCE. SAMPLES OF HIS WORK ARE ON SHOW, & 
YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE THE HIGH STANDARD 
OF THE WORK.

.ALL TYPES OF BINDINGS ARE AVAILABLE AT 
SMALL CHARGE.

Don Latimer,
Rear 646 Bell St.,

A DVT.
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On January 20th, the Los Angeles Science F- 
antasy Society sponsored its Annual BANQUET, this 
year honouring Mel Hunter for his many covers, dust- 
jackets and interior artwork. Besides serving as an 
excuse for an early-in-the-year fan gathering,it was 
the occasion for the announcement by Mel of the for
mation of a group known as the COUNCIL OF SCIENCES , 
Inc., a group who plan to do research in overlapping 
fields of science, areas where present day speciali
zation tends to leave undeveloped. From his summary, 
it seems that there are quite a few members of this 
new group who are top flight scientists, and Mel said 
that already a new approach to rocketry involving a 
combination of jet and rocket principles is showing 
indications of working out as something different and 
possibly leading to space travel (he said something 
like this - hinting that its force was incredible — 
perhaps on the order of the velocity of escape that 
has been spoken of so often). This aspect is "class
ified", so he could say no more of this at the time.

Mel gave a rundown on some of the members , 
extolling Maxwell Smith (Applied Fhysics), James Nu- 
ding (Applied Physics), Dr. Walter Riedel ( Ph.D) , 
Charles Norman Skully and Benjamin Sachs. These guys 
have remarkable records and as they seem to be orga
nized, we should be hearing more of them. Purposes: 
To coordinate frontiers of knowledge; to help all in
dustry large or small, including the movie industry; 
to aid all member projects without taking avzay limits 
of the originator of the research.

John Marshall is head of the audio ■ visual 
department, and Heinz Haber is in charge of a "major 
development1’.

Stan Woolston

All interior illustrations by McLelland & Jenssen
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C1.R07PR EhNTE/PS
On Friday, March 26th, a dozen fans gather- 

' 'i Crozier’s for films, food and froth. The films 
iilimvri were mainly on Australia’s northern areas - - 

. i uliom Land; Crocodile Hunters; Namatjira the Paint- 
1 1 ; and Charlie Chaplin in "The Rink". A very enjoy— 

programme. Thanks, Eric La Motte and Dan Bick -
I I'. The sound could have been better in a courlc 

o| reels, but otherwise everything was good. We had 
" small auction, then supper. Our thanks to Mr.&Hrs. 
Low for the use of their home, and to Mrs. Low for 
"" supper, which was enjoyed by all. As usual, a 
■ lies;; board made its appearance, two players and sev- 
■ 1 ’I assistants being necessary.

Kevin Hheelahan had to go to work at 11,30 
■okI we heard 3XY’s staff querying him on his bleary- 
। yi <i appearance and the bag of pies gripped in one 
h md. He blamed them all on Keith McLelland’s bombo. 

r;ood night was had by all - very quiet.
ARMAK

stone
Arrived in Sydney on March 18th was a phot- 

opr'iph of both Tetsu Yano, and Harry Brook, with Tet- 
iii’s vast collection in the background. Harry is an 

' x Brisbane fan at present in the Australian Army , 
ami I * tsu is a Jananese fan, recently returned from 
Hi< US, where he was the guest of Forrie Ackerman.

Message on the back says: "This is the his- 
Larlc occasion of the first meeting of the Japanese- 
' ir Lralian Science Fiction Society" Signed: H. Brook 
Ino: "Under the stars customs vary, but friends are 

li’lunds. We met on this tiny island and spent a ple- 
' tint time. He have already started an Australian - 

1 p'oicde fanzine" Signed Tetsu Yano.
L. Crane.
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ADVT.
/1RE YOU PLANNING TO BRING OUT A FANZINE 

OR STMTT.AR PUBLICATION ? IF SO, THEN CONTACT 
AFPA IMMEDIATELY FOR A QUOTE. YOU WILL FIND 
THEIR CHARGES VERY REASONABLE. PAPER SUPPL
IED, AND STENCILS CUT IF NECESSARY. KEEP 
THE FAN BUSINESS WITH A FAN-ORGANIZATION. AN 
EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION SERVICE IS AVAILABLE 
AT A NOMINAL CHARGE. NEWSSTAND CIRCULATION . 
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO

AFPA,
4 Myrtle Grove, 

Preston, Vic.

ADVT.
THE MELBOURNE SCIENCE FICTION GROUP 

WISHES TO ADVISE ALL THOSE INTERESTED PERSONS 
THAT WEEKLY MEETINGS ARE HELD EVERY THURSDAY 
EVENING AT 8 PM., AT THE ODDFELLOWS HALL, 30 
latrobe ST., MELBOURNE, BELOW THE TIA FREIGHT 
DEPOT. A LARGE LIBRARY IS AVAILABLE TO THOSE 
WISHING TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT, AND SOCIAL & 
FILM EVENINGS ARE HELD FREQUENTLY.
ALL VISITORS ARE WELCOME. FOR FURTHER PARTIC
ULARS CONTACT:-

Bob MeCubbin,
90 Lilydale Grove, 
Hawthorn East.

Phone: WB 5735.

_ Among the new books announced by leadine; U.K 
publishers this week were LANDS BEYOND by L. Sprague 
ce Camp and Willy Ley, from Sidgewick & Jackson'Ltd., 

out March. THE GREEN AND RED PLANET by Dr. Hubertus Strughold, also from Side-ewick 
ma Jackson, priced at 7/6 stg, due late May.

the
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF OUTER SPACE, featuring 

following:-
Development of the Space Station - Ley 
Station In Space - Verner Von Braun 
Space Medicine - Heinz Haber 
Space Suits - Donald Menzel
High Altitude Programme - Robert Haviland 
niSuory of the Rocket Engine - James Wyld 
Legal Aspects of Space Travel - Schacter 
Exploitation of the Moon — Gcrrsback 
Life Beyond the Earth - Willy Ley 
Interstellar Alight - Leslie Shepheard 
-paceship in Science Fiction - Jeffry Logan 
Ilea for a Coordinated Space Programme 

Werner Von Braun
The Flying Saucer Myth - Jeffry Logan 
Chart of the Moon Voyage
Chart of the Mars Voyage 
Timetables and Weights 
Space Travel Dictionary

'■' 'H be issued by Si igewick & Jackson priced at 10/6 
stg. Contamg 144 pages, the book is 9^" by 6^’.
, M Next offering from the Bodley Head is FUTURE 
!NSE companion to ADVENTURES IN TOMORROW and edited 

ly Kendell Foster Crossen. Priced at 10/6 stg it is 
due out in May.

Another of the current cron of flying saucer 
books is FLYING SAUCERS ON THE MOON by Harold T? WR- 
Kins and priced at 15/- stg. Cutin March.

ETHERLINE
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Latest Bantam Bock out in the States is RIDERS TO 
THE STARS by Curt Siodmak, priced at 35/.

Latest bound editions from Hamiltons include 
THE INDESTRUCTIBLE by Rolf Garner and THE ' ECHOING 
WORLDS by J. E. Burke, both probably priced at 7/6. 
stg.

Latest UK publishers to enter the stf field 
are George Harrap with SPACE PLIGHT - VENUS by Phi
lip Hilding, priced at 8/6 stg.

The next three selections of Sidgewick and 
Jackson’s SCIENCE EICTION BOOK CLUB are as follows: 

March/April I, ROBOT Isaac Asimov 
May/june VOYAGE OF SPACE BEAGLE Van Vogt 
July/August PLAYER PIANO Kurt Vonnegut.
T. V. Boardman & Co. will re-enter the stf. 

publishing field in August with STAR SCIENCE FICTION 
edited by Frederick Pohl, and DOUBLE IN SPACE by 
Fletcher Pratt, both at 9/6 stg. Also from this 
publishers will be a pocket book edition of THE BIG 
EYE, by Max Ehrlich, priced at 2/- stg, and due out 
in May.

Sidgewick & Jackson have released CHILDHOOD'S 
END by Arthur C. Clarke and THE GREEN HILLS ON EAR
TH in UK, the first at 10/6 stg, the latter at 9/6. 
stg. They also announced the first in a series of 
new British science fiction novels , under the edi
torship of Angus Wilson, noted UK critic. Title is 
HOLE IN HEAVEN by F. Dubrez Fawcett, and priced at 
9/6 stg. It is due for release in May. Also listed 
for publication in May is THE HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY, 
by Giorgio Abetti, the director of the Astrophysical 
Observatory of Arcetri, Florence. Priced at approx
imately 25/- stg, this should be a very interesting 
volume.

Weidenfeld & Nicholson announce the early pub
lication of BEACHHEADS I'M SPACE, a collection of in
vasion stories edited by August Derleth, and MUTANT 

by Henry Kuttner, a series of the "Baldy!' stories, & 
both priced at 9/6 stg. This makes 6 books scheduled 
'•>r their Spring/Summer list.

Seeker & Warburg announce the publication of 
the illustrated edition of George Orwell's ANIMAL 
l'ARM, the illustrations taken from the Halas/Batche- 
lor full length cartoon, which is now on the screen 
In England. Priced at 12/6 stg, it should be here in 
n few weeks.

The second collection of stories from Ber- 
। rand Russell is now available in UK. Titled NIGHT - 
HAKES AND OTHER STORIES, it is reputed to be a very 
rood collection, and like his first volume, is illu- 
irated by Charles Stewart. Priced at 9/6 stg.

A collection of short stories from Edward 
lyams, author of SYLVESTER, titled STORIES AND CREAM 
HU be issued in April from Longmans Green & Co . 
pi'lced at 10/6 stg. These are mostly satirical ,with 
i fantasy here and there.

A cheap edition of LATE FINAL, Lewis Gibbs’ 
i"Vol of post-atomic -war Britain will be shortly av- 
1 liable priced at 6/- stg. Publishers are Dents!

THE WHEEL IN THE SKY by Bernard Rafe, nubli- 
I" r- unknown, will be shortly out, priced at 9/6 stg. 
Hiing is known of this book, or the author.

Out in UK on March 19th was FARENHEIT 4-51 by 
1 o. I i adbury, published by Rupert Hart Daivis and pr— 
i' ' I at 9/6 stg. THE FIRST ASTOUNDING ANTHOLOGY was 
I :uod on March 22nd, as was S.O.S. FROM MARS. The 
a H I;ank Russell SENTINELS FROM SPACE came out on 

17th from Museum Press, and a new edition of 
;11" Wells’ classic, THE TIME MACHINE was issued by 
Svi 1 i-yman^'s Library at 6/- stg. A new book, THE SUN, 

(1. Kuiper, was published by Cambridge University 
on March 12th, priced at 94/- stg. This is re- 

ul.nd to be the definitive on this subject.
IJC
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TWILIGHT ZONE Victor La Salle Last people on Earth 
move to Mercury when The Sun cools. We have the Cap- 
ital/Labour conflict complicated by a war between too 
Mercurian races. Guess who wins ? Fair action stufi 

McGills 2/3

MENACE FROM MERCURY ictor La Salle. Mercurians at
tack Venus. Heroic earthman tours the galaxy and co
mes up with the answer. There is a second "short" by 
T.W.Wade,’Morethan Mo: tai'. Superman becomes tired of 
preventing war, and commits suicide. Both yarns are 
poorly written. McGills 2/3

THE EXTRA MAN Charl Grey. The war between Oxygen 
breathers and Chlorine breathers .Very reminiscent of 
"The C-Shute" (Asimo\ i in GALAXY of October 1951.Ch
aracters and writing are very, very similar. Don’t 
try and link the tit] ? or cover painting to the sto
ry. Recommended for ill readers. McGills 2/3

THE PURPLE WIZARD VoLsted Gridban. This time Fearn 
takes Mark Twain's "Yankee at the Court of King Art
hur" and gives it a facelift. Time travellers go back 
to Saxon England and a sticky time is had by all.

Fair. McGills 2/3

ORGANIC DESTINY Arn Homilus. Crazy scientist’s ste
reoscopic full-colour TV tranfers souls of young co
uple to 4th dimension, where they become humanity’s 
guardian angels. Fair. McGills 2/3

FAR BEYOND THE BLUE Drax Amper. Ye Gods ! -Beings I 
from Neo invade the b -dies of Earthmen, making them 
red-eyed and radio-active. The presiding genius has, 
wings, but goodies win again. Tech Book Store 2/3

29
CASTAWAY FROM SPACE Vektis Brack. Interplanetary ex
plorer crashes on Earth. Becomes pro-Earth, and helps 
defeat his own race when they invade. Plenty of act
ion. Technical Book Store 2/3

THE X PEOPLE Vektis Brack. Invisible race from hyp- 
erspace plan to take over the Terran Empire. Profes
sor's ego deflated by Lurvvvve I Just another batch 
cf crud I Technical Book Store 2/3

EXIT LIFE Volsted Gridban. Two couples leave Earth 
on the first space shir. Resulting radiation kills all 
life on Earth. They finally solve the problem of cr
eating life, though sterile themselves. Tedious.

OPERATION ORBIT Kris Luna. Invaders from space con
quer Earth and try to move it to an orbit closer to 
the- sun. Gallant underground members defeat them.
Plenty of incredible action. McGills 2/3

Bob MeCubbin
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A LA SPACE Jan. 1954. Editor: Kent Corey, Box 64 . , 
Enid, Oklahoma. No Australian agent, as yet, and 
if the Annish is the top effort, no Aussie fan would 
handle it. Multilithed in colours, making it even 
more difficult to read. Race Mathews'- has a poem in it, 
and as a friend of yours Race, I would suggest you 
concentrate more on chess or Geraldine - or did the 
editor leave the sensible bit out ?

Lyn Hickman does a review of a teen-age fa
shion mag - just because they tagged stf names on 
their "creations". Did the piscatorial reviews write 
up the fashions when "Oyster" became a fashionable 
colour ? And the Zoo authorities were silent on "el
ephant’s breath".

The cartoons displayed a liking for juvenile 
humor. Wilkie Connor and Gregg Calkins waste a few 
pages, ably assisted by Richard Geis and Bob Johnson. 
My pen pal, Orville Mosher rambles on for nearly 3 
pages - one nearly indecipherable (no ink?), not ne
arly as informative as when he writes to me. Too much 
straining for effect. I fear. I agree with Harlan 
Ellison (Pot of Gold) in many ways, but I am 48, th
erefore on the way out.

Fan reviews and "Alice Sez" failed to appeal. 
Sorry Kent, I think you wasted a lot of energy and 
good intentions. Bob McCubbln

/fiflD/NG BuRf/IU
WANT SECTION

John A. Vile, 82 Wollambi Road, Cessnock 
Mew South Wales, requires the following:

ASTOUNDING US Edition. Nov, Dec., 1952
UNKNOWN US Edition . April, J 939
NEW WORLDS No. 1.
GALAXY US edition Se-t. 1953

. John Gregor, Newhaven St., Everton Park, 
Brisbane, Queensland, requires American UNKNOWNS any 
date. Prices and list first.

pp . Race Mathews, 8 Barnett St., Hampton,Vic.
c°pies of American editions FANTASY & SCIENCE

' h^brv’s^1^^ and m°St other for the follow-
UNKNOWN: Vol 2, Nos 4 & 6

hl 3 Nos 1, 2, 3, 4 & 6
Vol 5, Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, & 6
Vol 6, Nos 2 & 6.

ASTOUNDING: October, 1939
April, July, 1940
May, 1941

Good condition and front covers essential.High 
'■ash prices if preferred. &

. Mervyn R. Binns, 4 Myrtle Grove, Preston 
requires SCIENCE FICTION PLUS Vol 1, Nos 2 & 5. 

HIHILLING WONDER BRE Nos.,-1 -2,-3, 4 & 7, STARTLING STORIES BRE Nos. 1 & 5. ’ " ’ ' ’

Oh no I We didn’t mean it I

v 4. HarolR Eggleton, 42 Stevens St., Queens-
J, .ictoria, wants to sell or swap mags and poc- 

l ' l< books. Send for list. p
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Kevin Vheelahan, 91 Monash. St., Sunshine, Vic. want! 
any copies of GALAXY pre mid 1953, US edition. Sen< 
list and prices required.

Chas Mustchin, Miles St., Coolangatta, Q 
wants GALAXY US edition Nov, Dec, 1950

Jan, Feb, Mar, Aug, 1951
Feb, May, Aug, 1952

IF US edition May, July, Nov, 1952

Ian J. Crozier, 6 Bramerton Rd., Caulf 
ield, Vic., requires the following:

US Ed. BEYOND November 1953
US Ed. FANTASTIC Fall, 1952

Nov/Dec. 1952
Sep/Oct/ 1953
Nov/Dec 1953

US Ed. F&SF Feb, April Oct. 1951
April, June 1955

FANTASY FICTION Nov. 1953
US Ed. IF No\ 1952, Jan, 1953, Sep, 1953 

Nov. 1953 Jan, 1954.

SlJJH SCIENCE FICTION EBE Vol 2, No. 3
Foul Anderson's serial, THE ESCAPE is not con-■ 

I inn 'I in this issue, which is a reprint of the first 
it. "di tion.

Nothing in the issue comes above the mediocre, 
''"iit. nts: PERMIT by del Key, YOUTH by Asimov, THE EGO 
I CHINE by Sohl and TO EACH HIS STAR by Halton.

Tony Santos

/1 '^ZIMG ERE Vol 1, No. 2.
Hell done, but rather peculiar cover by Suss - 

i' hi. Eight stories of which three rate better than 
1 ir. BESIDE STILL VATERS by Shockley, robot And his 
"ilk; THE MATHEMATICIANS by Arthur Feldman, cute li- 

1 । l.c fairy tale; THE ENORMOUS ROOM by H.L. Gold and 
iobert Krepps, extradimensional yarn. None of the 
Hers are more than just a story. This rating incl
udes Sturgeon's A TAV OF THINKING and Matheson's LI- 
I'TLE GIRL LOST. The others include an unfunny funny, 
a destruction of Earth (symbolic) and a fanatic on a 
rocket.

Tony Santos

SWAP SECTION
Chas Mustchin, Miles St., Ccolangatta 

Queensland has the following for swap.
ASTOUNDING October, 1949 - 

May, 1950 (no over) 
Nov, Dec, 1953

GALAXY Sept, Oct, 1952 
IF May, July, Nov. 1953*

SEND YOUR TRADING INFORMATION TO ETHERLINE 

1 1,1 BRE Vo1 1, Ho. 3.
Usual good covers - Fagg outside , Vaii’gursky on 

interior covers. One Finlay illo - wasted on SJAMBAK 
hy Jack Vance. Literally space-horse opera. H.B.Fyfe’s 
IRRESISTIBLE WEAPON is much below standard. A BOTTLE 
Ob' OLD VINE by Richard 0. Lewis is peculiarly stupid. 
1 It ENK OF MADNESS by Ralt Sheldon is fair. Two good 
n Lories, ONE MARTIAN AFTERNOON by Toni Leahy and VEAK 
ON SQUARE ROOTS by Russell Burton. Two better-than - 
I'ir, THE LONELY ONES by Edward R. Ludwig and PROGR
ESS REPORT by Clifton and Apostolides.

Tony Santos
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SCIENCE FANTASY Vol 5, No. 7.
Good cover by Quinn illustrates SEEK EARTHMEN 

NO MORE by Rayer. This, and John Christopher’s DEATH 
SENTENCE rate fair. TROJAN WAY by Francis Richardson 
would have been much improved by the deletion of the 
last five sentences. The better stories were STPANGEFS 
FROM SPACE by Gene Lees, BEGGARS ALL by J. T. McInt
osh and E. C. Tubbs' UNFORTUNATE PURCHASE . The worm 
in a fairly good apple was DETECTIVE STORY by Burke.

Tony Santos

FANTASTIC BRE Vol 1, No. 2.
LET'S DO IT FOR LOVE by Robert Bloch was a- 

musing, while William P. McGovern’s NEVER MIND A MA
RTIAN tried, but failed. The good ones: Sheckley’s 
THAT A MAN BELIEVES , some nice punishment in Hell . 
Ralph Robin’s THE WONG PEOPLE , a funny about an un- 
American extra-dimensional critter. The so-so effects • 
Rog Phillip’s FROM THIS DARK MIND ; THE CHASE by Bill 
Phillips; METHUSELAH LTD. by Wallace Vest and Richard 
Barr. In between: THE SIREN SOUNDS AT MIDNIGHT by 
Frank M. Robinson. A nice moody piece about the wait 
before the blow-up.

Tony Santos

IF BRE 4 .
Cover by Ken Fagg. Contains A CASE OF 

CONSCIENCE by Blish - investigatory Committee, incl
uding a priest, finds that a new planet is a set-up 
by the Devil to show that God is not capable of per
fection - not my dish, but I appreciated the logical 
approach. THE TROUBLE WITH BUBBLES - reminiscent of 
an S-F PLUS opus - men create miniscule worlds,then 
find that the Earth is also someone's plaything I 
PLANET OF DREAMS - bloated plutocrat makes planetary 
heaven - his disciples don’t appreciate idleness. 
ROMANTIC ANALOGUE - a computer draws female curves 
instead of mathematical dittoes. A fair issue.

Bob McCubbin
ETHERLINE _____ '

4 5^- Q^en/>6
Just arrived here is No. 5 FUTURE, which 

<omes from Sydney. Two things stand out immediately. 
Hirst off, is there any necessity to bill an 11 page 
short as a "Feature Novel" ? We might be aping ■ the 
overseas mags as fast as we can go, but please,don’t 
lot’s overdo it. Secondly, the price. It was annou
nced some time ago that the publishers were "assess
ing the reaction of the reading public to a new type 
of publication on an untried market. However, the 
n action was sufficiently favourable to encourage ihe 
publishers to carry on".

That’s all right Mr. Frew. In fact, it 
Is to be expected on a new magazine. But is it a any 
reason to jack the price up just because you found 
your magazines were selling ? I don’t think so.

AHEAD OF TIME by Henry Kuttner and THE 
TITAN by P. Schuyler Miller are late arrivals , both 
priced at 12/-.

NEBULA 7 has also hit the stands, with a 
really terrific cover by Clothier.

In the film line, INVASION USA began it’s 
reason as the support in the local ’hoss opra’ house 
and judging by all reports, that’s the best place it 
could be.

I hope the ugly rumors emanating from the 
Harbor city are unfounded. Right on the eve of the 
Con, too...........

The latest Malian Press item, THE < OTHER 
'■IDE slipped in very quietly.

What’s the weather like, Sydney ? It had 
better be good............

IJC
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I MJ Ielbourne ! G V/N
Latest arrivals on the magazine front in

clude AMAZING 24 and LANTASTIC 24, the last, we tape, 
of the'pulp sized editions. FANTASY & SCIENCE FICT
ION 6 and IF 4 are also here, priced at 2/3.

On the book front, a unheralded ENEMY 
BEYOND PLUTO by Jean Gaston Vandeux, published by 
Hector Kelly, presumably as a companion to this ccm- 
pahieS earlier SPACE TIME TASK FORCE. Juvenile , by 
the look of it, and priced at 7/6.

Two juveniles from Lutterworth Press in 
LOST ON VENUS by M. E. Patchett and THUNDERBOLT OF 
THE SPACEWAYS by Hereward Ohlson, both priced at 9/3 
are available at most booksellers.

A new Bernard Newman, THE WISHFUL THINK 
is worthy of your consideration, dealing as it does 
with ESP to a certain extent. It is priced at 12/-.

Two more in the Master Sciencd Fiction 
Series, TWIN OF THE AMAZCN and THE AMAZON^ STRIKES 
AGAIN by that amazing author, John Russell Fearn., 
are available priced at 9/6 each. The next in this 
series will be^SEETEE SHOCK by Hill Stewart .to be 
issued in UK in May.

My spy reports that there will be a pile 
of stuff in over the Easter break, so we should have 
a lot to report next issue. IJ c

'.DVT.
WANTED WANTED

WANTED WANTED WANTED
WANTED PANTED

WANTED WANTED
WANTED WANTED

WANTED WANTED
AMERICAN MAGAZINES IN ANY CONDITION 
SEND LIST STATING YOUR PRICE .IND CONDITION, 

OR SEND THE MAGAZINES TO ME FOR A QUOTE .......
POSTAGE PAID BOTH HAYS

SPECIALLY WANTED : ASTOUNDING. GALAXY.
UNKNOWN (British or American) GALAXY NOVELS.

IF. BEYOND. or AVON FANTASY READERS .
IF YOU HAVE A C 01,LECTION 
INCLUDING BOOKS. THEN SEKI) 
ULARS AS TO PRICE WANTED, 
ASK ME FOR A QUOTE .

TO DISPOSE OF 
ME FULL PARTTO
OR BETTER STILL,

SPOT CASH PAID FOR ANY COLLECTION NO
Witter what the size mum 

Bankers; NATIONAL BANK OF AUST., Albury.
CONTACT ME IMMEDIATELY I’’!’’

J OHN 0 ’ SHAUGNE S SY , 
Berrycourt Flats, 
Swift Street, 
ALBURY.
New South Wales.

ANY QUANTITY ANY SORT ANY CONDITION

ETHERLINE _____ETHERLINE
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Melbourne Group Fepdrte

18/5/54.— --- Bob McCubbin in the chair, 19 members pre
sent. We welcome Gustav Dunstan and his wife of Els- 
ternwick, and also Bill Pecker of East Melbourne.

It has been decided to place an ad m n 
Richmond paper asking for permanent.meeting place..

We wish to .underline the invitation to the 
fanettes - don’t be shy, come along to the Thursday 
nights.

25/5/54.----  Bob McCubbin in the chair, 8 present.
The Chairman has struck an unexpected snag I 

with the Royal Astronomical Society and has been di-I 
rected by the meeting to make personal contact and I 
endeavour to arrange a compromise. 1

There were sundry interruptions due the lacri 
that Young China was dancing upstairs.

The party for Tune 7th will be at val Mor- 
ton’s , 24 Lucerne St, Alamein, where METROPOLIS will 
be screened. wag inserted in the RICHMOND NEWS & ' 
will run for 2 weeks.Thanks for returning the books, ./allace .

8/4/54. . . ।Bob McCubbin in the chair - 10 present. Al 
very quiet evening, no new members.

The main topic of discussion was some disturb
ing news from Sydney.

The first Observatory trip was held l«s^ ni^it 
and 7 turned up. Unfortunately cloud obscured the sky 
for most of the evening, but the famous Rings o 
turn were seen. ARMAK

Fumt Soufty of Crnberrr
The fourth meeting of the FUTURIAN SOCIETY 

OF CANBERRA was held on Sunday, 4th April, and 
attended by five members, with two absentees.

The main item of discussion was draft
constitution submitted by the Director. The const! 
tution is a much shorter one than the FUTURIAN SOCI
ETY OF SYDNEY, but the meeting felt that it was more 
suitable for the requirements of a recently formed 
group having only a few members. After softie amend-- 
ments had been made to the draft, it was approved , 
and arrangements are being made to have several cop
ies run off. ’Then this is done, it will be made av-- 
ailable to any group desiring a copy.

Also discussed was the possibility of increa
sing memberships, as to date only one new member has 
been enrolled as a result of the advertising 1 
inserted in magazines sold locally. Action was defe
rred on this matter until after the Convention.

The newly elected secretary, Mr. A Porter , 
has agreed to nresent the Society’s report
5rd Science Fiction Convention. Three of our members 
have already joined the Convention, and more enrol— 
ments are expected from Canberra.

It was decided to ask M. de Vaucouleurs, the 
Erench authority on Mars at present working at 
Stromlo Observatory, to give the Society an infoiroal 
talk on the planet. More details-on this later.

Geoff Bennett.

What is a Convention ?
Be at this one, and find out [ 

Don’t forget, Sydney at Easter !!’

ETHERLINEETHERLINE
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A DVT .
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A DIGEST OF SCIENCE - FICTION - FACT - 
FANTASY.

THE CURRENT ISSUE IS No. 4, FEATURING FLYING 
SAUCERS AND A TERRIFIC ARTICLE BY 

POUL ANDERSON.
QUESTION MARK IS ALWAYS IN FRONT----- -

No.’ 3 PRINTED FOR THE FIRST TIME IN L FAN
ZINE' A EFFORT ON THE A-BOMB EXPLOSION

IN AUSTRALIA - - - -
No. 2 FEATURED A REPORT ON DIANETICS IN 

AUSTRALIA.
No.5 ???????????????

ADVT.
WHEELAHAN YORKS WONDERS ! I I I I

If you are having trouble with your radio, 
radiogram or car radio, then see KEVIN 
WHEELAHAN at•once.
He will service your radio at prices to 
please, and offers a free pick-up-and-deliver 
service.
Why worry about it. let WHEELAHAN do it.

Kevin VJhc-ulsha,
91 Monash St., Sunshine, Vic. Phone: MM 1691

eth inline------------------- - -- ----------------------------------- -

<■

AUTHORISED : . j - ,i ICY
Technical Books - Nov I1 ■ ' hi / - Papers 

Subscriptions ■ hl i Mi ।

18J - 5 Elizabeth Str I , 'll , '.1.
SCIENCE FICTION AND b‘M ' ' ' I ' ■ 1

Magazine
EASTER,

Listing:
Apr'I, I 94^•

Amazing Stories BRE
American Science Fiction (i I । 
Astounding Science Fiction 
Authentic Science Fiction 
Australian Flying Saucer I'h , I । . 
Beyond Fantasy Fiction BRI'I 
Dynamic Science Fiction BRI'I 
Fantastic BRE
Fantasy & Science Fiction Hb'l'l 
Future Science Fiction BRE 
Future Science Fiction Aust. 
Galaxy Science Fiction BRE
If Worlds of Science Fiction EIMI 
Nebula Science Fiction 
New Worlds Science Fiction 
Nova Novels
Planet Science Fiction BRE 
Popular Science Fiction Aust. 
Space Science Fiction BRE 
Science Fantasy
Startling Stories BRE
Science Fiction Quarterly BRE 
Thrilling Wonder Stories BRE
Weird Tales BRE

9d
' ’/G
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McGIlls
SCIENCE FICTION BOOKS

Adventures in Time & Space Healy &McComas 1. 
Best Stf Stories 1,2 & 5, Bleiler «; Bik y < 
Beyond Human Ken Judith.Merril [
The Blind Spot Hall & Flint
Born In Captivity Brian Berry
Crucible of Power Martin Greenberg
David Starr, Space Ranger Paul French
Earth Abides George R. Stewart
Flying Saucer Bernard Newman
Galaxy Reader of Stf. H. L. Gold
Golden Amazon’s Triumph J. R. Fearn
House That Stood Still A.E.Van Vogt
It Happened Like This P. Reynolds
Islands in the Sky Arthur C. Clarke 
Invaders of Earth Groff Conklin.
Man Who Sold The Moon Robert Heinlein
Moon Ahead Leslie Greenei
Men of Other Planets Kenneth Heuer
Marooned On Mars Lester del Rey
Punpett Masters Robert Heinlein ;
Player piano Kurt Vonnegut :
Sian A. E. Van Vogt '
Star Man’s Son Andre Norton .
Stranger From Space Adair & karrio
Son of the Stars Raymond Jones
qnarpwav<3 Charles Eric MaineThe Flying Saucers Have Landed Adamski & Lesl

Weapon Shops of Isher A. E. Van Vogt
Years Best Stf Novels Bleiler & Dikty
War Of The Worlds H.G. Wells

lioGl |]S

IEW OR FORTHCOMING TITLE_S
Childhoods End Arthur C. Clarke
CiLy Clifford Simak
Demolished Man Alfred Bester
Dark Doorway Jonathan Burke
Dreadful Sanctuary Eric Frank Russell

Foundation Isaac Asimov
Ci-ecn Hills of Earth Robert Heinlein 
Gateway To Tomorrow John Carnell 
Golden Apples of the Sun Ray Bradbury 
1 mat Stories of Stf Murray Leinster 
The Humanoids jack Williamson
Imagination Unlimited Bleiler & Dikty 
Gong Loud Silence Wilson Tucker 
Men of Space & Time Bleiler & Dikty 
Prize Stories of Stf. d. Wollheim 
Beachheads Of Space August Derleth
Mutant Henry Kuttner
The Indestructibles Rolf Garner
Space.Flight - Venus Fhilip-Wilding

ln heaven F. Dubrez Fawcett
he Wheel in the Sky Bernard Rafe
Hie Green & Red Planet H. Strughold
I'uture lense Kendell Foster Crossen
Aheap of Time Henry Kuttner
Hobot and the Man Martin Greenberg 
.-■nadow on the Hearth Judith Merril 
Sentinels From Space Eric Frank Russell 
strange Travels in Stf Groff Conklin 
Star Science Fiction Frederick Pohl
Sprague de Camp Anthology
S.G.S. From Mars John Keir Cross
le Starmen Leigh Brackett

I he Titan • p, Schuyler Miller
Tomorrows Universe h. J. Campbell
mapon Makers A. E. Van Vogt 
.orld at Bay Paul Capon

JUVENILES
Werner Lauries Space Annual 
Rockets & Jets
Space Kingsley's Annual 1 & 2

Don’t Be Late I !J Order Now !I I rI It

NI'HEK I. INE

18/9

10/9
10/9
10/9

12/- 
9/6 

10/9

9/6
13/6

12/-
9/6
9/6

10/9

12/-
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McC! |J_a

FACTUAL BOOKS
Across the Space Frontier C. Ryan 

Loration of Space Arthur' c. Clarke
Lands Beyond de Camp & Ley

.Klal Book of Space Travel Hal Goodwin 
Rockets & Jets Way & Green 
Development of Guided Missile Gatland

35/-
21/-
35/-
13/6

Becket,?, Jets & Guided Missiles Lev 
Conquest of Space Lev 8: Bonestell
Snace Travel Gatland & Kunesch
y^ges in Chaos Velikovsky
orlds in Collision Velikovsky

7/6 
17/6 
50/-
42/- 
17/6 
26/- 
22/6

FANTASY BOOKS
The Supernatural Omnibus Summers 
lue —rain Michael Harrison 
The Disappearance Philip “rylie 
nd16 /raKGn 7akes John Wyndham 
™ e of The Triffids John ’Tyndham 
T.ue ,’ishful Think Bernard Newman

17/9
13/3

POCKET BOOKSThe Immortals “ RolKGarner
Ihe Dark Gateway Jonathan Burke
Tomorrows Universe H. J. Campbell
Sprague de Camp Anthology
Beyond the Fourth Door °‘ Jon J. Deegan
Dark Andromeda A. J. Merak

VARGO STATTEN MAGAZINE will turn to for - 
mat similar to NEBULA probably with the May issue .. 
Also in this issue will be a story by Tony Thorne of 
the Medway Science Fiction Club.

John Spencer have added SUPERNATURAL ST
ORIES to their line - up of 1/6 bi-monthly series.As 
'’scientific accuracy" is not needed in this type of 

। yarn, it makes surprisingly good reading for the 
Spencer rags - sorry, mags.

T. V. Boardman have acquired exclusive UK 
and Commonwealth reprint rights for the E. E. Smith 
LENSMAN series, and the first volume, TRIPLANETARY , 
will appear in November at 10/6 stg. '.a a special to 
OF members and ETHERLINE subscribers, advance orders 
may be placed prepaid through ETHERLINE at 10/- stg 
which will be 12/6 Aust., instead of the real price 
of 13/6 Aust. These will be postage free. Order now.

Ken Slater...........

Ibu Red Planet H. J. Campbell ' 
Hie Echoing World Jonathan Burke
l-he Indestructibles Rolf Garner 
The Time Machine H. G. Wells 
Voyage To Venus C. S. Lewis 
ypaco on My Hands Fredric Brown 
No 1 lace Like Earth John Carnell
Long Loud Silence 
I Fight For Mars
Space Tiiiie Task Force

Wilson Tucker 
Charles Grey

Preston Yorke

3/-
3/-
2/3

Ghost Stories of an Antiquary James 
Tales To Be Told In The Dark Van Thal 3/-

3/-

A? c/'J-ryP£
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